
COOKIES POLICY  
 
Our website uses cookies - small data files (mainly text files) that are stored on your end device. Cookies                   
usually contain the name of the website from which they originate, their storage time on the end device                  
and a unique number. They are not used to process or store your personal data. They cannot be used to                    
directly identify you or any other User. They also do not make any configuration changes in the browser                  
or telecommunication devices you use. 

 
PURPOSES  
 
We use cookies for the following purposes: 
 

● prepare statistics that help us to learn about the preferences and behavior of users. The analysis                
of these statistics is anonymous and allows to adjust the content and appearance of the website                
to the prevailing trends. Statistics are also used to evaluate the website and its functionality. 

● maintain user sessions and other users' sessions, to store preferences, consents, etc., so that              
users do not have to enter the same information every time they visit our website, 

● determine users' profiles to display tailored advertising materials, in particular by Google,            
Facebook and other partners. 

 
TYPES OF COOKIES 
 
Our website uses two basic types of cookies:  
 

● session cookies - temporary files that are stored on your end device until logging out, leaving the                 
website or turning off the software (=web browser), and 

● persistent cookies - files stored on your end device for the time specified in the cookie parameters                 
or until they are deleted by you. 

 
Web browsers usually allow storing cookies on your end device by default, however if you do not wish to                   
receive cookies, you may change these settings. The web browser allows you to delete cookies, it is also                  
possible to automatically block them by default. Please mind that disabling cookies necessary for              
authentication processes, security, maintaining user preferences may make the use itself more difficult,             
and in extreme cases, even prevent the use of our website. 
 
LIST OF COOKIES  
 
We use cookies for a variety of external services. Here is a list of cookies used by our website including                    
purposes they serve: 
 

- _ga 
- _gcl_au _ga 
- _gid 
- _gat_UA-60083624-4 
- test_cookie 
- _lfa 
- _fbp 
- fr 
- li_sugr 



- lang 
- bcookie 
- lissc 
- lidc 
- UserMatchHistory 
- bscookie 
- U 
- personalization_id 
- _hjid 
- _hjIncludedInPageviewSample 
- _hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress 

 
COOKIES SETTINGS 
 
In many cases, the software used for browsing websites (web browser) allows the storage of "cookies" on                 
the end device by default. All users can change their cookies settings at any time. The settings can be                   
changed in particular in such a way as to block the automatic handling of "cookies" in the web browser                   
settings or to inform about their every posting on the end device. Every web browser gives a range of                   
options for enabling or deleting cookies. 
 
Detailed information on the possibilities and methods of handling cookies is available in the software (web                
browser) settings used by the user. More information about the cookies may be available in the tools or                  
settings section, directly in the user’s web browser (such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet               
Explorer, Safari etc. 
 


